Abstract. In this paper we show that the Cherednik algebra of typeČ 1 C 1 appears naturally as quantisation of the (group algebra of the) monodromy group associated to the sixth Painlevé equation. As a consequence we obtain an embedding of the Cherednik algebra of typeČ 1 C 1 into M at(2, Tq), i.e. 2×2 matrices with entries in the quantum torus. Following the confluences of the Painlevé equations, we produce the corresponding confluences of the Cherednik algebra and their embeddings into M at(2, Tq). We show that in each case the spherical subalgebra tends to the monodromy manifold of the corresponding Painlevé equation as q → 1. Finally, by following the confluences of the spherical sub-algebra of the Cherednik algebra in its basic representation (i.e. the representation on the space of symmetric Laurent polynomials) we obtain a relation between Painlevé equations and some members of the q-Askey scheme. Interestingly, for each Painlevé equation, the corresponding q-polynomials appear on the right side of the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence rather than on the left as in all previous papers on this subject.
Introduction
The relationship between the theory of the Painlevé equations and special or orthogonal polynomials is a very famous one and could be resumed by saying that thanks to the τ -function structure of the Painlevé equations, some of their special solutions are related to special or orthogonal polynomials either directly, i.e. some rational solutions of the Painlev'e equations are ratios of special polynomials [49, 48, 35, 36, 37, 31, 33, 50, 46, 8] , or indirectly, i.e. some random matrix integrals which can be expressed by classical orthogonal polynomials have Fedholm determinants which can be expressed in terms of special solutions of the Painlevé equations [45, 2, 13, 4] .
It this paper we present a new relation between the theory of the Painlevé equations and q-polynomials belonging to the q-Askey scheme [22] . This link does not rely on the τ -function structure nor on choosing special solutions, it is indeed a much deeper and more conceptual relation that has allowed the author to discover some new confluent Cherednik algebras and to prove several interesting results about them.
Let us start from the Painlevé sixth equation [14, 41, 15] which describes the monodromy preserving deformations of a rank 2 Fuchsian system with four simple poles a 1 , a 2 , a 3 and ∞. The solution of this Fuchsian system is in general a multivalued analytic vector-function in the punctured Riemann sphere P 1 \{a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , ∞} and its multivaluedness is described by the so-called monodromy group, i.e. a subgroup of SL 2 (C) generated by the images M 1 , M 2 , M 3 of the generators of the fundamental group under the anti-homomorphism:
ρ : π 1 P 1 \{a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , ∞}, λ 0 → SL 2 (C).
The moduli space M/Γ of monodromy representations ρ up to Jordan equivalence, with prescribed local monodromy (i.e. prescribed conjugacy class for each M 1 , M 2 , M 3 ), is realised as an affine cubic surface [19] . In [6] , by using the fact that the moduli space M/Γ can be obtained as a quotient of the Teichmüller space of the 4-holed Riemann sphere by the mapping class group, this cubic surface was parameterised by in terms of Thurston shear coordinates which could be quantised very naturally leading to a quantum algebra which turns out to be isomorphic to the spherical subalgebra of the Cherednik algebra H of typeČ 1 C 1 [34, 10] .
In this paper, we use the Thurston shear coordinates to parameterise the monodromy group (rather than the monodromy manifold) and quantise it to obtain the Cherednik algebra of typeČ 1 C 1 , i.e. the algebra H generated by four elements V 0 , V 1 ,V 0 ,V 1 which satisfy the following relations [7, 38, 32, 42] : (1.7) , where S 1 , S 2 , S 3 are some quantum variables such that: (1.10) [S 1 , S 2 ] = [S 2 , S 3 ] = [S 3 , S 1 ] = iπ , u 0 = −i e −S1−S2−S3 , for q = e −iπ and s = k 0 e −S1−S2 + k 1 e −S1+S3 + u 1 e S2+S3 + i e −S1−S2+S3 + i e −S1+S2+S3 − u 0 , gives and embedding of H into M at(2, T q ). In particular, the images of V 0 ,V 0 , V 1 ,V 1 in GL(2, T q ) satisfy the relations (1.1,. . . , 1.4) and (1.5) , in which the quantum ordering is dictated by the matrix product ordering. 
For each of these algebras H V , H IV , H III , H II , H I we obtain an embedding into M at(2, T q ) (see Theorems 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5).
The next set of results regards equivalent presentations for these confluent algebras. For the Cherednik algebra of typeČ 1 C 1 the following result is well known:
and for the parameters
the Cherednik algebra of typeČ 1 C 1 is the algebra generated by X, W, T 0 , T 1 with relations
In Theorem 4.1 we prove that the confluent algebras H V , H IV , H III also admit a representation in term of operators T 0 , T 1 , W and X. This allows to produce two further confluent algebras which were not visible in the previous presentation. Indeed, following the result by Sakai [40] , there are actually 3 types of Painlevé III equations, labelled here by P III, P III D7 and P III D8 respectively. Interestingly, the confluences of H corresponding to P III D7 and P III D8 in the representation (1.1. . . 1.5) don't produce any meaningful quantum algebras but if we first pass to the presentation (1.46. . . 1.50) and then take the confluence, we obtain two new well-defined quantum algebras:
, are the algebras generated four elements X, W, T 0 , T 1 satisfying the following relations respectively:
1 Note that here W = X −1 . However in the confluence process X is not always invertible, and another generator W is needed, hence the use of this notation. †
• H III D 8 :
Next, we deal with the spherical sub-algebras eH V e, eH IV e, eH III e, eH D7 III e, eH D8 III e, eH II e, eH I e of each confluent Cherednik algebra. We start by selecting a symmetriser e and special elements denoted by X 1 , X 2 , X 3 such that [e, X i ] = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, and such thatX i := eX i , i = 1, 2, 3, generate the spherical sub-algebras of each confluent Cherednik algebra. We prove that such elements X 1 , X 2 , X 3 satisfy a cubic relation (see Propositions 6.1, 6.5, 6.8, 6.12, 6.16, 6.19, 6.22 ) and that in the semiclassical limit such cubic relations coincide with the monodromy manifolds of the corresponding Painlevé equations as defined in [39, 47] (see Corollaries 6.2, 6.6, 6.9, 6.13, 6.17, 6.20, 6.23) . In other words, one could say that the confluent Cherednik algebras introduced in this paper are such that the semi-classical limits of their spherical sub-algebras produce the monodromy manifolds of the respective Painlevé equations.
In order to link the Painlevé equations to the q-Askey scheme polynomials, we first need to introduce the confluent versions of the Zhedanov algebra:
III , Z II , Z I are the algebras generated by three elements K 0 , K 1 and K 2 which satisfy the following relations:
where B is some arbitrary parameter 2 , and
In Theorem 7.1, we prove that spherical sub-algebras of H V , H IV , H III , H D7 III , and H
D8
III are isomorphic to the corresponding confluent Zhedanov algebras. The spherical subalgebras eH II e and eH I e are degenerate and their isomorphism to the corresponding confluent Zhedanov algebras remains conjectural.
Finally, we give a faithful representation of the confluent Zhedanov algebras
III on the space of symmetric Laurent polynomials and of the confluent Zhedanov algebras Z V , Z IV , Z II , Z I on the space of polynomials and
prove that specific elements of the q-Askey scheme arise as eigenvectors in such representations. There results are schematically resumed in figure 1. 
Askey-Wilson
Continuous dual q-Hahn
Little q-Laguerre with a = 0 Z I Continuous big q-Hermite Z
D7 III
Continuous q-Hermite Z D8 III Figure 1 . The confluence scheme for the Zhedanov algebras and the polynomials in the q-Askey scheme.
Note that for Z V we have two different faithful representations corresponding to the continuous dual q-Hahn polynomials and to the big q-Jacobi polynomials, which is due to an algebra automorphism of H V as described in sub-section 4.1 and in Lemmata 6.4 and 7.8. This algebra automorphism reflects the duality between continuous dual q-Hahn polynomials and big q-Jacobi polynomials [26] .
Since most results obtained in this paper are proved without relying on the theory of Painlevé equations, we organise the paper as follows: in Section 2, we recall some background material on the theory of the Cherednik algebra of typě C 1 C 1 and its representation theory. In Section 3, we prove Theorem 1.1. In Section 4, we explain how to derive our confluent Cherednik algebras and give some equivalent presentations for the algebras H V , H IV , H III . In Section 5, we embed H V , H IV , H III , H II , H I into M at(2, T q ). In Section 6, we discuss the spherical sub-algebras of H V , H IV , H III , H D7 III , H D8 III , H II , H I , and produce a set of elements that satisfy a cubic relation which in the semiclassical limit coincides with the monodromy manifolds of the corresponding Painlevé equations. In Section 7, we prove that each spherical sub-algebra is isomorphic to the corresponding confluent 3 As pointed out to the author by Tom Koornwinder, the little q-Laguerre polynomials are in fact not orthogonal for a = 0. † Zhedanov algebra and show that the latter act as symmetries of some elements of the q-Askey scheme. Finally, in Section 8, we recall a few basic facts about the isomonodromic deformation equations associated to the sixth Painlevé equation and show how Cherednik algebra of typeČ 1 C 1 appears naturally as quantisation of the group algebra of the monodromy group associated to the sixth Painlevé equation.
2. Notation and background on the Cherednik algebra of typeČ 1 C 1
In this section we recall some background material on the theory of the Cherednik algebra of typeČ 1 C 1 , a few useful facts about its basic representation and about the relation between its spherical sub-algebra and Askey-Wilson polynomials due to Koornwinder [23, 24] .
We start by recalling the following equivalent description of the algebra H is given in the following lemma:
Lemma 2.1. [34] Consider the following elements:
Then the algebra H is generated by X, Y, T . They satisfy the following LusztigDemazure relations:
Proof. See Proposition 6.6 in [34] .
2.1. Automorphisms of the Cherednik algebra of typeČ 1 C 1 . The automorphisms of the Cherednik algebra of typeČ 1 C 1 were studied in [32, 42] . Here we list the ones that will be used in this paper:
The following transformations are automorphisms of the Cherednik algebra of typeČ 1 C 1 :
They act as follows on T 0 , T 1 , X and a, b, c, d:
2.2. The basic representation and Askey Wilson polynomials. The algebra H admits a faithful representation on the space of Laurent polynomials L due to Macdonald [27] . Here we present these results mainly following the Koornwinder exposition in [23] :
In [23] Koornwinder defined an embedding of the Zhedanov algebra, also known as Askey Wilson algebra AW (3), into the Cherednik algebra H of typeČ 1 C 1 . This result was then generalised to the universal Askey-Wilson algebra defined in [43] in [44] . Let us recall here the main definitions and facts.
is the algebra generated by three elements K 0 , K 1 and K 2 which satisfy the following relations:
Note that this algebra admits the following Casimir
The Zhedanov algebra depends on 5 parameters, but we can choose two of them, for example C 1 and C 0 by rescaling the generators. The quotient by the Casimir element will therefore depend on 4 independent parameters. Clearly, the first relation (2.73) can be used to define K 2 , so that the Zhedanov algebra can be written in terms of only two generators K 0 , K 1 . Without going into too much detail, let us recall the main ingredients of Koornwinder embedding. Let us express the Zhedanov algebra structure constants by the parameters u 0 , u 1 , k 0 , k 1 :
or, equivalently be the parameters a, b, c, d:
then AW (3) admits the following representation on the space L sym of symmetric Laurent polynomials [23, 25] :
The Askey Wilson polynomials (we write them here in monic form like in [23] ):
ab, ac, ad ; q, q , are eigenfunctions of the K 0 operator:
The reduction from the space L of Laurent polynomials to the space L sym of symmetric Laurent polynomials is due to the action of the symmetriser of H:
which allowed Koornwinder to establish the isomorphism between AW (3) and the so-called spherical sub-algebra eHe of H. We discuss this result and the link with the PVI monodromy manifold in the next subsection.
2.
3. An important cubic relation and the spherical sub-algebra eHe. We recall the following result (we have produced a proof of this fact baed on the embedding of Theorem 1.1 in our notebook 1, see [28] ):
[17] (see also [9] ) The following three elements:
satisfy the quantum commutation relations:
and the quantum cubic relation
The following lemma characterises the spherical-subalgebra eHe:
Corollary 2.5. [24, 9, 17] The elementsX i = eX i e, i = 1, 2, 3, where X 1 , X 2 , X 3 are defined by (2.81), generate the spherical sub-algebra eHe, they satisfy the quantum commutation relations:
ω 3 e, (2.87)
ω 2 e, (2.89) and the following cubic relation:
where
The only proof the author could find of this cubic relation is in [9] for the case k 0 = k 1 = u 1 = 1. However by using Theorem 1.1 it is not hard to reproduce this result by brute force comuptations, see notebook 1 in [28] . † Moreover,X 1 andX 2 act on the space L sym of symmetric Laurent polynomials as follows:
In the semi-classical limit q → 1, X 1 , X 2 , X 3 satisfy the following cubic relation:
This cubic is also known as the monodromy manifold of the sixth Painlevé equation (see Section 8) . In this paper we will obtain similar cubic relations for the spherical subalgebras of each confluent Cherednik algebra and we will show that in the semi-classical limit each of these cubic relations produces the monodromy manifold of the corresponding Painlevé equation.
Embedding of the Cherednik algebra of typeČ
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1. To prove that the images of V 0 ,V 0 , V 1 ,V 1 in GL(2, T q ) satisfy the relations (1.1,1.2,1.4) and (1.5), in which the quantum ordering is dictated by the matrix product ordering is a straightforward computation which can be carried out by hands or by using the NC algebra package (see notebook 1 in [28] ).
To prove that the map H → M at(2, T q ) defined by (1.6), (1.7), (1.8), (1.9), is injective we need to prove that the images of
e S1 e −S3
ik 0 e −S1 + e −S1 e −S3 + iu 1 e
, where k 0 , u 1 and k 1 were defined in (2.85). By using the relation u 0 = −i e −S1−S2−S3 , it can be proved by a straightforward induction that To show that the whole set of images {X m Y n } n,m∈Z are all linearly independent we proceed by contradiction. Assume that there exists a finite linear combination which gives zero:
, and multiply the above relation by Y l0 X k0 (which is an invertible matrix). Then we obtain a zero linear combination in {X m Y n } n,m∈Z ≥0 which is absurd.
With a very similar procedure we can prove that the images of {T X m Y n } n,m∈Z are all linearly independent.
To conclude the proof we need to prove that the two sets of images are linearly independent with each other. To this aim, assume for example that for some m, n one has:
By multiplying both sides by T and using (2.68), we obtain a zero linear combination in the set {T X m Y n } n,m∈Z , which is absurd.
Derivation and first properties of the confluent Cherednik algebras
The procedure to derive the confluent Cherednick algebras given in Definition 1.2 can be roughly described as follows:
(1) Start with an algebra H i and choose two generators which will be rescaled by some power of ε. (2) Write two equivalent relations for every defining relation of H i that becomes singular. (3) Rescale the chosen generators and their eigenvalues. (4) Take the limit as ǫ → 0. This produces the algebra H i+1 . As pointed out to the author by T. Koornwinder, there always is a degree of arbitrariness in such a procedure. However there are two very strong mechanisms to remove such arbitrariness: the first one is that many confluences lead to algebras with too many relations. The second, more important mechanism is that we impose a specific degeneration for the cubic relations satisfied by the generators of the spherical sub-algebras such that in the semi-classical limit they give rise to the Poisson relations on the monodromy manifolds of the Painlevé equations (see Section 6).
Derivation of H V .
Start from H and choose to rescale V 0 andV 0 . Then (1.5) will become singular and needs to be replaced by:
0 . † and in the limit ε → 0 we obtain H V . Observe that the new V 0 andV 0 are no longer invertible and q has not been rescaled. We can derive H V also in another way: choose to rescale V 1 andV 0 . Then (1.5) will become singular and needs to be replaced by:
ε , and u 0 → εu 0 . Then the defining relations (1.2,1.3,1.5) become
By taking the limit ε → 0 we obtain the following algebra H γ V :
This algebra is the image of H V by the limit of the automorphism γ:
where we pick k 0 = 1.
Note that this fact has an interesting consequence in terms of q-polynomials: we shall see in Section 7 that the spherical sub-algebra of H V acts as symmetries both on the continuous dual q-Hahn polynomials and the big q-Jacobi polynomials.
4.2.
Derivation of H IV . Start from H V and choose to rescale V 1 andV 0 . Then (1.16) will become singular and needs to be replaced by itself and: 
1 ε 2 V 0V0 = 0. and in the limit ε → 0 we obtain H IV . 4.3. Derivation of H III , H II , H I . In this subsection we outline how to obtain the next three algebras, the reader can work out the details.
The algebra H III is obtained from
The algebra H II is obtained from
The algebra H I is obtained from H II by rescaling
First of all let us show that the confluent Cherednik algebras H V , H IV , H III admit also a presentation which is obtained by confluencing (1.46. . . 1.50):
are the algebras generated by four elements T 0 , T 1 , X, W satisfying the following relations respectively: 
Proof. It is enough to give relations between the generators V 0 , V 1 ,V 0 ,V 1 and X, W, T 0 , T 1 :
for H IV , (4.115) and for the parameters (notice that k 1 = 1 for H IV ):
In order to prove that H V , H IV , H III are embedded into M at(2, T q ) (see theorems 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, we need the following lemma giving a presentation a la LusztigDemazure: 
Proof. Again, it is enough to give relations between the generators V 0 , V 1 ,V 0 ,V 1 and X, W, Y, Z, T :
for H IV , (4.137)
for H III , (4.139) and viceversa:
Using these inverse relations, it is a straight-forward computation to prove equivalence. 
Then take the limit as b → 0 to obtain (1.51,. . . 1.55).
Analogously, starting from (1.51,. . . 1.55) and taking a → 0, we obtain the H III D 8 algebra.
Embedding of the confluent Cherednik algebras into
In this section we embed each confluent algebra in M at(2, T q ). For H V , H IV and H III the proof of such embedding is based on Lemma 4.2, while for the algebras H II and H I it is direct.
Theorem 5.1. The map:
, where
gives and embedding of
satisfy the relations (1.11) , (1.12) , (1.13) , (1.14) , (1.15) , (1.16) in which the quantum ordering is dictated by the matrix product ordering.
Proof. The proof of this Theorem is very similar to the proof of Theorem 1.1, except that in this case we need to prove that the images of
so that the only subtlety is that now instead of negative powers of Y , we have positive powers of Z. † Theorem 5.2. The map:
gives and embedding of (1.17) , (1.18) , (1.19) , (1.20) , (1.21) , (1.23) in which the quantum ordering is dictated by the matrix product ordering.
Proof. The proof of this Theorem is very similar to the proof of Theorem 5.2, except that in this case we need to prove that the images of
are all linearly independent. The only novelty is that now instead of negative powers of X, we have positive powers of W .
Theorem 5.3. The map:
gives and embedding of H III into M at(2, T q ). The images of V 0 ,V 0 , V 1 ,V 1 in M at(2, T q ) satisfy the relations (1.24) , (1.25) , (1.26) , (1.27) , (1.28) , (1.29) , in which the quantum ordering is dictated by the matrix product ordering.
Proof. The proof of this Theorem follows the same lines as the one of Theorem 5.2. Proof. The proof of this Theorem does not rely on the presentation a la LusztigDemazure, as this is not valid anymore. However we can now prove the statement directly on the generators by observing thatV 0 can be defined by (1.34) and therefore we only need to deal with words in V 0 , V 1 andV 1 , whose images under H II → M at(2, T q ) depend only on e S3 , e S2 and e S1 respectively. As there are no negative powers, cancellations cannot occur due to the unit element in the V 1 matrix, so all words containing any powers of V 0 , V 1 andV 1 will be linearly independent. (1.38) , (1.39) , (1.40) , (1.41) , (1.43) , in which the quantum ordering is dictated by the matrix product ordering.
Proof. The proof of this Theorem is very similar to the proof if Theorem 5.4, and is therefore omitted. †
Confluent spherical sub-algebras and Painlevé cubics
In this section we give the confluent version of the results of section 2.3 for each algebra [30] .
We follow the first approach for H III D 7 the second approach for H III D 8 and the third for all other algebras. Notebooks producing proofs with the third method for H V , H IV , H III , H II , H I (see notebooks 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 respectively) can be found in [28] .
Note that the symmetriser is given by:
6.1. Spherical sub-algebra of H V and PV cubic.
Proposition 6.1. The following three elements:
commute with e = 1+u1V1 1+u 2
1
, satisfy the following quantum commutation relations:
and the quantum cubic relation:
Corollary 6.2. In the semi-classical limit q → 1 the elements X 1 , X 2 , X 3 belong to the centre of H V and the cubic relation (6.162) tends to the PV monodromy manifold: (6.163)
Corollary 6.3. The elementsX i = eX i e, i = 1, 2, 3, where X 1 , X 2 , X 3 are defined by (6.161), generate the spherical sub-algebra eH V e, they satisfy the quantum commutation relations:
ω 1 e, (6.164)
ω 2 e, and the quantum cubic relation:
Lemma 6.4. The automorphism γ defined in Subsection 2.1 produces the following automorphism of the spherical sub-algebra eH V e:
Proof. In order to find the image under γ ofX 1 ,X 2 ,X 3 we first deal with X 1 , X 2 , X 3 . Since in the H V algebra V 0 andV 0 are no longer invertible, before applying γ we need to express V −1 1 andV 1 −1 in terms of V 1 andV 1 respectively in formulae (6.161) which leads to
We now can use the embedding defined in Theorem 5.1 to carry out all computations with Mathematica, see notebook 7 in [28] . † 6.2. Spherical sub-algebra of H IV and PIV cubic.
Proposition 6.5. The following three elements:
Corollary 6.6. In the semi-classical limit q → 1 the elements X 1 , X 2 , X 3 belong to the centre of H IV and the cubic relation (6.168) tends to the PIV monodromy manifold:
Corollary 6.7. The elementsX i = eX i e, i = 1, 2, 3, where X 1 , X 2 , X 3 are defined by (6.167), generate the spherical sub-algebra eHe, satisfy the quantum commutation relations:
ω 1 e, (6.170)
ω 2 e, and the quantum cubic relation
where (6.172)
6.3. Spherical sub-algebra of H III and PIII cubic.
Proposition 6.8. The following three elements:
Corollary 6.9. In the semi-classical limit q → 1 the elements X 1 , X 2 , X 3 generate the centre of H III and the cubic relation (6.174) tends to the PIII monodromy manifold:
Corollary 6.10. The elementsX i = eX i e, i = 1, 2, 3, where X 1 , X 2 , X 3 are defined by (6.173), generate the spherical sub-algebra eHe, they satisfy the quantum commutation relations:
6.4. Spherical sub-algebra of H III D 7 and P III D7 cubic. 
Proof. The relations (6.178) follow by multiplying (1.54) by T 1 on the right or by T 1 + 1 on the left respectively and using (1.52). Analogously relations (6.179) follow by multiplying (1.55) by T 0 on the right or on the left respectively and using (1.53).
Proposition 6.12. The following three elements:
commute with e = 1 + T 1 , they satisfy the quantum commutation relations:
Proof. To prove the first commutation relation is equivalent to prove the following:
while the second commutation relation is equivalent to:
To prove these relations we need to expand everything in terms of X, W, T 0 , T 1 and use the algebra relations (6.178,6.179) to eliminate X, W as much as possible, and relations (1.51,. . . 1.55) to push X, W all the way to the left. We obtain the following:
It is then a straightforward computation to arrive at the final quantum commutation relations. In a similar way we can proceed to prove the cubic relation (6.182) -we omit this for brevity.
Corollary 6.13. In the semi-classical limit q → 1, the elements X 1 , X 2 , X 3 become central and the cubic relation (6.182) tends to the the P III D7 monodromy manifold:
To prove that for q → 1, X 1 , X 2 , X 3 become central is again a straightforward algebraic manipulation. The P III D7 monodromy manifold (6.183) is obtained as term of order iπ in the series expansion of (6.182), for q = e −iπ , the only subtile point is to realise that
so that the term T 1 X 2 disappears.
Corollary 6.14. DefineX i = eX i e, i = 1, 2, 3, where X 1 , X 2 , X 3 are defined by (6.180) and e = 1 + T 1 .
ThenX 1 ,X 2 ,X 3 generate the spherical sub-algebra eH D7 III e, they satisfy the quantum commutation relations:
and the quantum cubic cubic relation:
Proof. The fact thatX 1 ,X 2 andX 3 generate the spherical sub-algebra eH
D7
III e follows easily from the fact that eT 0 e =X 2 , eXe = eX 1 + e =X 1 + e.
To prove the quantum commutation relations, it is enough to observe that e is idempotent and to prove that X 1 , X 2 , X 3 commute with e. Once we have this, we can just multiply (6.181) and by e and use the fact that eX i X j = e 2 X i X j = † eX i eX j =X iXj . In a similar way we can prove (6.185) by multiplying (6.182) by e three times. Let us prove that [e, X 1,2 ] = 0:
This concludes the proof. 6.5. Spherical sub-algebra of H III D 8 and P III D8 cubic. Here all proofs are a simple limit as a → 0 of the proofs of the previous Sub-section and will be omitted. 
Proposition 6.16. The following three elements:
commute with e = 1 + T 1 , satisfy the following quantum commutation relations:
Corollary 6.17. In the semi-classical limit q → 1, the elements X 1 , X 2 , X 3 become central and the cubic relation (6.190) tends to the the P III D8 monodromy manifold:
Corollary 6.18. DefineX i = eX i e, i = 1, 2,, where X 1 , X 2 , X 3 are defined by (6.188) and e = 1 + T 1 .
ThenX 1 ,X 2 generate the spherical sub-algebra eH III D 8 e, the satisfy the quantum commutation relations:
and lie on the following quantum cubic
6.6. Spherical sub-algebra of H II and PII monodromy manifold.
Proposition 6.19. The following three elements:
commute with e = 1 +V 1 , satisfy the following quantum commutation relations:
Corollary 6.20. In the semi-classical limit q → 1 the elements X 1 , X 2 , X 3 belong to the centre of H II and the cubic relation (6.195) tends to the PII monodromy manifold:
Corollary 6.21. The elementsX i = eX i e, i = 1, 2, 3, where X 1 , X 2 , X 3 are defined by (6.194) , generate the spherical sub-algebra eH II e, satisfy the quantum commutation relations:
ω 2 e, and the quantum cubic relation (6.198) where (6.199 )
6.7. Spherical sub-algebra of H I and PI monodromy manifold.
Proposition 6.22. The following three elements:
commute with e, satisfy the following quantum commutation relations:
, and the quantum cubic relation:
Corollary 6.23. In the semi-classical limit q → 1 the elements X 1 , X 2 , X 3 belong to the centre of H I and the cubic relation (6.201) tends to the PI monodromy manifold:
Corollary 6.24. The elementsX i = eX i e, i = 1, 2, 3, where X 1 , X 2 , X 3 are defined by (6.200) , generate the spherical sub-algebra eH I e, satisfy the quantum commutation relations: In this Section we prove that the spherical sub-algebra of each confluent Cherednik algebra is isomorphic to the corresponding confluent Zhedanov algebra. Moreover we give a faithful representation of the confluent Zhedanov algebras and show that they act as symmetries of some elements of the q-Askey scheme. Throughout this section many results on q-orthogonal polynomials are used, they can be found in [22] (see also [1] and [16] and references therein). i :
defined by • Z V :
Proof. It is a straightforward computation to show that the defining relations for each Z d are mapped to the quantum commutation relations forX 1 ,X 2 ,X 2 in eH d e, where d = III, III D7 , III D8 , IV, V , therefore i is an algebra isomorphism by construction.
Remark 7.2. Observe that the quantum commutation relations (6.197 ) and (6.203) for eH II e and eH I e respectively are degenerated, in the sense that the quantum commutators are all central. This makes it impossible to define a good isomorphism i such that i(K 2 ) can be used to defineX 3 . For this reason the isomorphisms between eH II e and Z II and the one between eH I e and Z I remain conjectural. Now in each case we give a faithful representation the confluent Zhedanov algebras either on the space of symmetric Laurent polynomials L sym or on the space of polynomials P. In order to prove that our representation is faithful, we need first two lemmata (these can be proved very similarly to the results contained in Section 2 of [23] , so we omit the proofs.). 
where the parameters B, D 0 and D 1 are chosen like in (1.64) , and admits the following Casimir: 
. Proof. Let us express the confluent Zhedanov algebra structure constants by the parameters a, b, c:
then it is a straightforward computation to prove that the operators satisfy the relations (1.61,1.62,1.63), it can be found in notebook 8 in [28] .
Lemma 7.6. The continuous dual q-Hahn polynomials:
ab, ac, ; q, q ,
, are eigenfunctions of the K 0 operator:
Proof. Note that the confluent Zhedanov algebra Z V \ Q = Q 0 is obtined as the limit for d → 0 of the general Zhedanov algebra Z\ Q = Q 0 . Analogously, the representation (7.212, 7.213) is the limit as d → 0 of the representation (2.78,2.79) of the general Zhedanov algebra and the continuous dual q-Hahn polynomials are obtained as limit for d → 0 of the Askey-Wilson polynomilas.
Proof. This proof follows the same lines as the proof of Theorem 2.2 in [23] , where we replace the Askey-Wilson polynomials by the dual q-Hahn polynomials.
7.2. Big q-Jacobi polynomials. In Lemma 6.4 we obtained an action of the automorphism γ defined in sub-section 2.1 on the spherical sub-algebra eH V e. On the confluent Zhedanov algebra this action produces the following result:
Lemma 7.8. The transformation
is an isomorphism mapping Z V to Z γ V , which is the algebra generated by
with relations:
Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 6.4 and Theorem 7.1.
Lemma 7.9. The confluent Zhedanov algebra Z γ V \ Q = Q 0 admits the following representation on the space P of polynomials:
Proof. Indeed the generators defined by (7.216, 7.217) satisfy the relations (7.214) for
and for the choice (7.218) these formulae coincide with (7.215) (see notebook 9 in [28] ).
The proof of the following two results is obtained by taking substituting x → 
; q, q , are eigenfunctions of the K 0 operator:
Lemma 7.11. The representation (7.216,7.217 ) is faithful.
7.3. Representation of Z IV and Big q-Laguerre Polynomials. Note that the algebra H IV can be obtained as limit of the algebra 
Proof. Indeed the generators defined by (7.219, 7.220) satisfy the relations (7.211) for
(see notebook 10 in [28] ) and for the choice (7.221) these formulae coincide with (7.207).
Lemma 7.13. The big q-Laguerre polynomials:
are eigenfunctions of the K 0 operator:
Lemma 7.14. The representation (7.219,7.220 ) is faithful. † 8. The Cherednik algebra of typeČ 1 C 1 as quantisation of the group algebra of the monodromy group of the sixth Painlevé equation
We start by recalling without proof some very well known facts about the Painlevé sixth equation and its relation to the monodromy preserving deformations equations [20, 21] .
The sixth Painlevé sixth equation [14, 41, 15] ,
describes the monodromy preserving deformations of a rank 2 meromorphic connection over P 1 with four simple poles a 1 , a 2 , a 3 and ∞ (for example we may choose a 1 = 0, a 2 = t, a 3 = 1):
and the parameters θ i , i = 1, 2, 3, ∞ are related to the PVI parameters by
2 .
The precise dependence of the matrices A 1 , A 2 , A 3 on the PVI solution y(t) and its first derivative y t (t) can be found in [21] . The solution Φ(λ) of the system (8.236) is a multi-valued analytic function in the punctured Riemann sphere P 1 \ {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , ∞} and its multivaluedness is described by the so-called monodromy matrices, i.e. the images of the generators of the fundamental group under the anti-homomorphism
In this paper we fix the base point λ 0 at infinity and the generators of the fundamental group to be l 1 , l 2 , l 3 , where each l i , i = 1, 2, 3, encircles only the pole a i once and l 1 , l 2 , l 3 are oriented in such a way that
where M ∞ = exp(2πiA ∞ ).
5 For simplicity sake, we are recalling here the main facts about the isomonodromic approach in the case when the parameters θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 and θ∞ are not integers. This is just a technical restriction, all the results proved in the paper are actually valid also when we lift such restriction.
8.1. Riemann-Hilbert correspondence and monodromy manifold. Let us denote by F (θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 , θ ∞ ) the moduli space of rank 2 meromorphic connection over P 1 with four simple poles a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , ∞ of the form (8.236). Let M(G 1 , G 2 , G 3 , G ∞ ) denote the moduli of monodromy representations ρ up to Jordan equivalence, with the local monodromy data of G i 's prescribed by G i := Tr(M i ) = 2 cos(πθ i ), i = 1, 2, 3, ∞.
Then the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence
where Γ is the gauge group [3] , is defined by associating to each Fuchsian system its monodromy representation class. The representation space M (G 1 , G 2 , G 3 , G ∞ )/ GL 2 (C) is realised as an affine cubic surface (see [19] ) (8.240) G 
In [18] , Iwasaki proved that the triple (G 12 , G 23 , G 31 ) satisfying the cubic relation (8.240) provides a set of coordinates on a large open subset S ⊂ M(G 1 , G 2 , G 3 , G ∞ ). In this paper, we restrict to such open set.
8.2.
Teichmüller theory of the 4-holed Riemann sphere. The moduli space F (θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 , θ ∞ ) of rank 2 meromorphic connections over P 1 with four simple poles a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , ∞ can be obtained as a quotient of the Teichmüller space of the 4-holed Riemann sphere by the mapping class group. This allows us to use the combinatorial description of the Teichmüller space of the 4-holed Riemann sphere in terms of fatgraphs to produce a good parameterisation of the monodromy manifold of PVI [6] .
We recall that according to Fock [11] [12], the fat graph associated to a Riemann surface Σ g,n of genus g and with n holes is a connected three-valent graph drawn without self-intersections on Σ g,n with a prescribed cyclic ordering of labelled edges entering each vertex; it must be a maximal graph in the sense that its complement on the Riemann surface is a set of disjoint polygons (faces), each polygon containing exactly one hole (and becoming simply connected after gluing this hole). In the case of a Riemann sphere Σ 0,4 with 4 holes, the fat-graph is represented in Fig.1 (the fourth hole is the outside of the graph).
The geodesic length functions, which are traces of hyperbolic elements in the Fuchsian group ∆ g,s such that in Poincaré uniformisation:
are obtained by decomposing each hyperbolic matrix γ ∈ ∆ g,s into a product of the so-called right, left and edge matrices: [11] The quantum Painlevé cubic can be obtained by introducing the Hermitian operators S 1 , S 2 , S 3 subject to the commutation inherited from the Poisson bracket of s i :
[S i , S i+1 ] = iπ {s i , s i+1 } = iπ , i = 1, 2, 3, i + 3 ≡ i, while the central elements, i.e. perimeters p 1 , p 2 , p 3 and S 1 + S 2 + S 3 remain nondeformed, so that the constants ω (d) i remain non-deformed [6] . The Hermitian operators x 1 , x 2 , x 3 corresponding to x 1 , x 2 , x 3 are introduced as follows: consider the classical expressions for x 1 , x 2 , x 3 is terms of s 1 , s 2 , s 3 and p 1 , p 2 , p 3 . Write each product of exponential terms as the exponential of the sum of the exponents and replace those exponents by their quantum version, for example the classical x 1 is
s2+s3 − e −s2−s3 − e −s2+s3 − G 2 e s3 − G 3 e −s2 , and its quantum version is defined as
Then x 1 , x 2 , x 3 satisfy the following quantum algebra [6] : 
